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We present a search for ten baryon number violating decay modes of Λ hyperons using the CLAS
detector at Jefferson Laboratory. Nine of these decay modes result in a single meson and single lepton in the
final state (Λ → ml) and conserve either the sum or the difference of baryon and lepton number (B  L).
The tenth decay mode (Λ → p̄π þ ) represents a difference in baryon number of two units and no difference
in lepton number. We observe no significant signal and set upper limits on the branching fractions of these
reactions in the range ð4–200Þ × 10−7 at the 90% confidence level.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.072002

PACS numbers: 11.30.Fs, 13.30.Ce, 13.30.Eg, 14.80.Sv

I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [1–3] has
had great success in interpreting and predicting experimental
results since its conception in the late 1960s. There are,
however, features of our Universe that are inconsistent with
the SM framework. Astronomical observations suggest that
our Universe is dominated by matter over antimatter [4,5].
Sakharov proposed in 1967 that this asymmetry suggests
fundamental interactions that violate CP symmetry and
baryon number conservation [6]. The observed quark-sector
CP violation, combined with baryon number violating
(BNV) processes that are allowed by the Standard Model,
are insufficient [7] to account for the observed matterantimatter asymmetry in our Universe. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that there are yet-unobserved
interactions that violate baryon number conservation.
Baryon number violating reactions are features of several
theoretical extensions to the Standard Model, perhaps most
notably the SUð5Þ Grand Unified Theory (GUT) of Georgi
and Glashow [8], SUð5Þ being the larger gauge group in
which the Standard Model’s SUð3Þ × SUð2Þ are embedded
[9]. The SUð5Þ theory proposes the existence of two new
gauge bosons, the X and Y leptoquarks, so called because
they allow vertices such as q → Xl, where q is a quark and l
a lepton. Other experiments have been performed to search
for BNV processes in decays of the nucleon [10–12], τ
leptons [13–15], top quarks [16], hadrons with bottom and
charm quarks [17,18], and the Z boson [19], but no signal has
*
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yet been observed. The most stringent limits on such
processes come from nucleon decays, and these have been
used to constrain BNV decays in higher-generation (i.e., c, b,
and t) quarks [20]. However, multiple amplitudes can
contribute to a given decay process, and these amplitudes
can interfere either constructively or destructively, depending
on their relative phases. The theoretical calculations that
constrain these BNV processes do not take into account
interference between the amplitudes due to the large parameter space. This allows for nonobservation in one mode (e.g.,
decays involving the u or d quark) while still being consistent
with observable BNV processes in some other mode (e.g.,
coupling to another quark flavor).
Here we present a search for baryon number (B) and
lepton number (L) nonconserving decays of the Λ hyperon
as a direct probe of couplings of BNV interactions to the
strange quark. By summing the branching fractions and
experimental uncertainties (in quadrature) of the six
observed Λ decay modes [12], we find the total branching
fraction to be 1.001  0.007, implying that there is room
for yet-unobserved decay modes.
We investigated eight decay modes in which the Λ decays
to a charged meson and a charged lepton, conserving charge
in all decays. The meson is either a π  or K , and the lepton is
either an e∓ or an μ∓ . We produced the Λ by means of a
photon beam incident on a liquid hydrogen target through the
exclusive reaction γp → K þ Λ. For these eight modes, we
could completely reconstruct the three final-state particles.
We also searched for the decay of a Λ to a K 0S and a neutrino,
which must be inferred from the missing momentum.
Selection of these nine channels is motivated by searching
for the decay of the Λ to a lighter pseudoscalar meson. In each
case, the final-state lepton is included to preserve charge and
angular momentum conservation. Thus, violation of L in
these reactions is a consequence of B violation rather than a
primary motivation.
In addition, we searched for the BNV decay of the Λ to
an antiproton and a π þ , for which we can completely
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reconstruct the final state. The Λ → p̄π reaction presents
an opportunity to search for Λ − Λ̄ oscillations, i.e., a
process by which the Λ oscillates into its antiparticle
counterpart (Λ̄), which then undergoes a Standard Model
decay (Λ̄ → p̄π þ ). Though there is not a simple way to
picture this reaction proceeding via X boson coupling,
theoretical and experimental (e.g., Refs. [21,22]) work
has been performed by other groups looking for similar
oscillations of the neutron. Such baryon-antibaryon oscillations would have far-reaching implications and are often
held up as evidence for high-energy theories ranging from
seesaw models [23,24] to extra dimensions [25].
The properties of these reactions are summarized in
Table I. These specific decays were chosen for several
reasons:
(i) Each reaction shows evidence of ΔB ≠ 0 and/or
ΔL ¼ 1.
(ii) Each reaction conserves electric charge and angular
momentum.
(iii) This selection includes reactions that either preserve
or violate B − L, a conserved quantity proposed by
several GUTs [26].
(iv) The CLAS detector is optimized to reconstruct the
final-state charged particles produced in each reaction, except for the neutrino which can be inferred by
calculating the missing 4-momentum in the event.
A. Analysis overview
This analysis was performed in three stages. Here, we
present a brief outline; details of each stage will be given in
the following sections.
Λ identification. To assess the sensitivity of our study, we
first determined the number of Λ hyperons produced during
the run period. We did so by considering the charged decay
mode, Λ → pπ − . We applied a set of simple cuts on
kinematic observables and timing for the recoil K þ to
effectively identify potential Λ events. We used this sample
to determine the total number of γp → K þ Λ → K þ pπ −
events detected and then acceptance corrected to find the
total number of γp → K þ Λ → K þ pπ − events produced
during the run period.
TABLE I. Properties of conserved quantities for each Λ BNV
channel. Here l represents a lepton, either e or μ. The rightmost
column shows the detected final-state particles for each channel.
Subscripts denote recoil (r) or decay (d) kaons.
Decay

ΔB

ΔL

ΔðB − LÞ

Detected

Λ → K þ l−
Λ → K − lþ
Λ → π þ l−
Λ → π − lþ
Λ → K 0S ν, K 0S ν̄
Λ → p̄π þ

−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−2

þ1
−1
þ1
−1
1
0

−2
0
−2
0
0, −2
−2

þ
−
Kþ
r ; Kd ; l
− ; lþ
;
K
Kþ
r
d
þ
−
Kþ
r ;π ;l
þ −
þ
Kr ; π ; l
þ −
Kþ
r ;π ;π
þ
K r ; p̄; π þ
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Channel-specific tuning. When searching for evidence of
the BNV decays listed in Table I, we performed a blind
search. We developed a set of background separation cuts for
each BNV channel, based on timing information for all
charged final-state particles and kinematic observables for the
event. In developing these cuts, we balanced the optimization
of kinematic cuts for both discovery and upper-limit sensitivity by maximizing a figure of merit (approximately the
BNV signal efficiency divided by the square root of the
number of background events). We assessed the signal
efficiency using a Monte Carlo technique and the background
size using sidebands of the blinded signal region. This step
provided a set of cuts for each BNV channel that reduced
background and provides optimal analysis power.
Unblinding. We then unblinded the signal regions of
kinematic variable plots and determined whether a signal
was present. For nine of the decays, the expected backgrounds were 0 or 1 event, and so we used the Feldman–
Cousins method [27] to determine upper bounds on
branching fractions; for the remaining channel, the backgrounds were higher, and so we scanned the relevant
parameters in our fit to determine the 90% coverage for
the number of signal events in the data set.
II. CLAS DETECTOR AND DATA SET
The CLAS detector is described in detail elsewhere [28].
The data set comes from the g11 run period, which collected
data during May and June 2004. A bremsstrahlung photon
beam was produced by a 4.023-GeV electron beam incident
on a gold radiator. Electrons were provided by Continuous
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility in 2-ns bunches. Photon
energy and timing information were provided by a tagging
spectrometer which directs the electrons after the radiator
through a magnetic field and onto a set of scintillators,
providing photon energy resolution of 4.0 MeV.
For this analysis, we made use of the CLAS drift chamber
and toroidal magnet systems to measure the momenta of the
charged final-state particles. Velocity measurements were
made by a start counter (consisting of scintillators placed
within 11.6 cm of the target) and a set of time-of-flight
(TOF) scintillators located approximately 4 m from the
target. Timing information from the photon tagger was
combined with this system to calculate a velocity for each
charged track, and this was compared with the particle
hypothesis in the particle identification (PID) algorithm.
More details of the g11 data set, calibration procedures, and
systematic studies can be found in (e.g.) Ref. [29].
III. IDENTIFICATION OF
γp → K þ Λ → K þ pπ− EVENTS
To compare the branching fraction for a BNV decay
mode to that of the Standard Model Λ → pπ − decay, we
first had to assess the number of Standard Model decays
that occurred during the data-taking period. We did so by
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investigating the (exclusive) γp → K þ Λ → K þ pπ − reaction. Earlier studies [29] have shown that the γp → K þ Λ
signal is easily separable from background when all three
final-state particles are reconstructed.
Because a different set of background separation cuts was
applied to the BNV channels, we corrected the number of
reconstructed signal events (N rec ) to find N prod , the number of
γp → K þ Λ → K þ pπ − events that were produced in CLAS
during the run period. To calculate the efficiency of the
detector and analysis cuts, we generated 3 × 106
Monte Carlo (MC) γp → K þ Λ events and weighted the
distribution of these events in cos θKcm (the K þ production
angle in the center-of-mass frame) according to published
dσ=d cos θ data [29]. Photon energies between 0.909 (threshold for K þ Λ production) and 3.860 GeV (the upper limit of
the photon tagger during data taking) were generated from
a bremsstrahlung spectrum given incident electrons of
energy 4.023 GeV (matching the g11 run conditions). We
then used the collaboration-standard GEANT-based [30]
software suite (GSIM) to model the CLAS acceptance,
allowing GEANT to produce the Λ → pπ − decay according only to phase space constraints.
We began the data reduction by selecting from the data set
all events in which three reconstructed final-state tracks, two
of positive charge and one of negative charge, were coincident with a tagged photon. To each event, we assigned the
mass hypothesis consistent with K þ , p, and π − final-state
particles, selecting the permutation of positive tracks as that
with the value of the invariant mass of the p and π − candidate
tracks, INVðp; π − Þ, closest to the nominal Λ mass. We then
applied a loose cut on the square of the total missing
mass, MM 2 of each event, keeping events for which
MM 2 ∈ ½−0.002; 0.0005 GeV2 =c4 .

104
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FIG. 1 (color online). Δtof vs momentum (p) for K þ candidate
tracks for data (top) and MC (bottom) that pass the cut on MM 2 . The
red curves show the upper and lower bounds of the K þ PID cuts.
Several additional structures are apparent in data distribution. The
band of events with Δtof ≳ 1 ns represents μþ from K þ decay, that
with Δtof ≲ 1 ns represents protons, and the less populated
bands represent events matched with photons from a different
2-ns beam bunch. The majority of these are removed by further cuts.
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FIG. 2 (color online). INVðp; π − Þ (left), MMðK þ Þ (center), and MM 2 (right) distributions for Standard Model data (filled) and MC events
(unfilled). In the INVðp; π − Þ histograms, the distributions are of events that passed all cuts, and the vertical lines show the limits used in signal
counting. In the MMðK þ Þ histograms, the distributions are of events that passed all but the cut on MMðK þ Þ (thus, the Σ0 peak is still visible in
the data); the vertical lines show the limits of the cut on MMðK þ Þ. In the MM 2 histograms, the distributions are of events that passed all cuts.
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To the hypothetical K track, we applied a PID cut based
on timing and momentum information from CLAS. CLAS
measures the time of flight, tof m , i.e., the time elapsed
between the primary event vertex and the track’s triggering
of the TOF scintillators. We also calculated a hypothetical
time of flight, tof h , based on our mass hypothesis and
tracking information,
1

d
d
m2h c2 2
tof h ¼
¼
1þ 2 ;
ð1Þ
βc c
p
where p is the track’s momentum (determined by its
curvature through the magnetic field of CLAS), β is related
to the track’s velocity (determined from tracking and timing
information), β ¼ v=c, mh is the hypothetical mass for the
track (493.7 MeV=c2 for the K þ ), d is the path length of
the track from the vertex to the TOF system, and c is the
speed of light. This PID cut (and later cuts) is based on the
difference of these two quantities,
Δtof ¼ tof h − tof m :

these data with a third-order polynomial for background
processes and a double Gaussian for signal processes.
We then extracted the number of signal events by taking
the excess of the data histogram above the background
function in all of the histogram bins within 0.015 GeV=c2
of the nominal Λ mass, yielding N rec ¼ 1.861 × 106
reconstructed Λ → pπ − signal events. Because the shape
and magnitude of the background and the magnitude of the
signal are dependent on kinematics, we vetted the above
estimate by separating the data into ten bins in cos θKcm and
performing the fit in each bin. This method again yielded an
estimate of N rec ¼ 1.861 × 106 .

700

3

500

ð2Þ

400
300
200
100
0

1.08

1.1

1.12 1.14

1.16 1.18

1.2

1.22 1.24

1.2

1.22 1.24

INV(p,π-) (GeV/c2)


p
þ 0.15 ns: ð3Þ
1 GeV=c

5000
4500

The Δtof vs j~
pj plane for signal Monte Carlo events is
shown in Fig. 1.
We then made a further cut on the missing mass off
of the K þ ,
MMðK þ Þ ≡ ðpγ þ pt − pK Þ2 ;

×10

600

In the case where the mass hypothesis is correct, we
expect the measured and hypothetical tof to be roughly
identical (modulo timing resolution), and thus Δtof ≈ 0. If
the hypothetical mass is greater (less) than the particle’s
actual mass, then we expect the Δtof to be greater (less)
than zero. We found that a suitable separation of K þ
candidate tracks from non-K þ tracks was achieved by a
two-dimensional cut, keeping events for which

jΔtofj ≤ ð1.8 nsÞ exp −
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4000
3500
3000
2500

ð4Þ

2000

where pγ , pt , and pK are the 4-momenta of the incident
photon, target proton, and recoil K þ , respectively. We kept
events for which MMðK þ Þ was in the range [1.05 GeV,
1.165 GeV]. In addition to nonstrange backgrounds, this
cut removed contamination from photoproduction of
higher-mass hyperons that include Λ in their decay chain
(predominantly γp → K þ Σ0 → K þ γΛ). We also applied
geometrical fiducial cuts, omitting events from regions of
the detector for which our simulation is inaccurate. After all
cuts, we found that data and MC distributions were quite
similar, as shown in Fig. 2.
After these cuts, we identified the signal events by
inspecting a histogram of INVðp; π − Þ. Figure 3 shows
that this distribution is exceptionally clean. We modeled

1500
1000
500
0

1.08

1.1

1.12 1.14

1.16 1.18

INV(p,π-) (GeV/c2)

FIG. 3 (color online). Fit to the INVðp; π − Þ distributions for all
events passing the Standard Model decay identification cuts. The
lower plot shows the same distribution as the upper, but with a
limited vertical scale. The red curve shows the full (signal and
background) fit function; the blue curve shows only the polynomial background. The magenta lines show the limits of
integration for the event count.
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A. Acceptance correction

PðCÞ ¼

KþΛ

→
With the number of reconstructed γp →
K þ pπ − events in hand, we could then correct for the
effects of the detector’s acceptance and the efficiency of our
analysis cuts to estimate N prod . We began by applying the
cuts described above to the Standard Model MC. Because
the generation of MC events matched the data in photon
energy distribution and kinematics, we separated the data
and MC coarsely into ten bins in cos θKcm . In each bin, we
calculated the acceptance ϵpπ− ðcos θKcm Þ by simply dividing
the number of MC events that passed CLAS simulation and
acceptance cuts by the total number of MC events generated. We used this factor to determine the number of
K þ Λ → K þ pπ − events produced during the run in each
cos θKcm bin and completed the calculation by summing over
the angular bins:
N prod ¼

X N rec ðcos θKcm Þ
ϵ − ðcos θKcm Þ
cos θK pπ

ð5Þ

cm

¼ 3.71 × 107 :

ð6Þ

IV. BNV CANDIDATE SELECTION
AND OPTIMIZATION
Because of the sensitive nature of the possibility of BNV
discovery, we pursued a blind analysis. For each of the
BNV Λ → AB decay modes under investigation (see
Table I), we tuned a set of cuts, C, using the kinematic
quantities MMðK þ Þ, INVðA; BÞ, and MM2 , as well as the
timing information for A and B. As before with the
Standard Model Λ decay, we identified the BNV signal
using the INVðA; BÞ spectrum (except for the Λ → K 0s ν
channel described below). In tuning each set of cuts, we
tried to strike a balance between reducing the large number
of nonsignal events and maintaining acceptance for a
potentially small BNV signal.
Punzi [31] has proposed a figure of merit for performing
such optimizations, which has been used in several other
searches for rare reactions. For a set of cuts C, the Punzi
figure of merit, PðCÞ, is defined as
PðCÞ ¼

ϵðCÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2 þ 2a BðCÞ þ b b2 þ 4a BðCÞ þ 4BðCÞ
ð7Þ

where ϵðCÞ is the efficiency of the cuts when applied to
signal, BðCÞ is the number of background events passing
cuts C, and a and b are the number of standard deviations
corresponding to the analysis-defined significance and
statistical power. In this analysis, we chose b ¼ a ¼ 4,
indicating a 4σ confidence level. With these choices, the
figure of merit simplifies to

ϵðCÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
16ð2 þ BðCÞÞ

ð8Þ

We tuned our cuts by simultaneously assessing ϵðCÞ
using MC BNV events and BðCÞ from sidebands of the
blinded signal region. In all plots that would identify any
BNV signal [e.g., INVðA; BÞ], we blinded the signal
region. We postponed the unblinding of the signal regions
of all of our data plots until after the optimization of the
analysis cuts, once we were confident that all cuts and
systematic effects were understood.
For each BNV Λ → AB decay under investigation, we
generated 106 γp → K þ Λ → K þ AB Monte Carlo events,
matching photon energies to the run conditions and K þ Λ
kinematics to the measured dσ=d cos θ (as for the Standard
Model MC). We generate kinematics for the Λ → AB decays
according only to phase-space constraints. In the case of the
Λ → K 0s ν reaction, the subsequent K 0s → ππ decay was
modeled by GEANT at the time of detector simulation.
For each channel, we chose the positive track mass
hypothesis that yields a value of INVðA; BÞ nearest to the
nominal Λ mass (as was done for the Standard Model
analysis above). The analysis cuts for each channel began
with a PID cut on Δtof [see Eq. (2)] for each final-state
particle. For each particle type, we applied a loose twosided cut in the Δtof vs p plane, similar to that applied to
the K þ track for the SM decay. CLAS resolution allowed us
to make these cuts loose; however, the characteristic decay
length of K  is on the same order as the dimensions of
CLAS, and the nontrivial fraction of K  that decay in the
detector resulted in these cuts reducing the data sample by
approximately half (depending on the number of charged
kaons detected for each channel).
A. Example: Λ → πþ μ−
Here, we demonstrate this process with the Λ → π þ μ−
channel; other channels, with the exception of the K 0s ν
decay, were analyzed using the same observables.
For the three charged tracks in each event, we
first decided which positive tracks correspond to the
recoil K þ and π þ . We made this assignment by calculating the invariant mass of each positive-negative track pair
and choosing the assignment that gave a value nearest the
nominal Λ mass. We then applied PID cuts based on the
Δtof method to each of the three particles, the boundaries of which are shown in Fig. 4. These cuts are loose,
and we have found that their efficiencies for each particle
type are similar when applied to broader MC and data
samples.
After the PID cuts were made, we turned to analysis
cuts based on kinematic observables. For the Λ → π þ μ−
channel, we made a symmetric cut on MM2 (centered
about 0 with width w1 ) and MMðK þ
r Þ (centered about
2
1.1186 GeV=c , with width w2 ). To find the widths, w1 and
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FIG. 4 (color online). Δtof vs p for Λ → π þ μ− Monte Carlo. The red curves define the boundaries of the PID cuts for each particle
type. Shown are the recoil K þ (left), decay π þ (center), and decay μ− (right). The bands with Δtof > 1.0 ns in the kaon plot represent
μþ from kaon decays.

w2 , which optimize the Punzi metric, we uniformly
sampled 40 values for each width, resulting in 1600 distinct
pairs with
w1 ∈ ½0; 0.001 GeV2 =c4

ð9Þ

w2 ∈ ½0; 0.03 GeV=c2 :

ð10Þ

We applied these cuts to both signal MC and data and
inspected the resulting INVðπ þ ; μ− Þ histograms with the
signal region of the data histogram blinded. We defined
the signal region to be values of INVðπ þ ; μ− Þ within
0.03 GeV=c2 of the nominal Λ mass (i.e.,
½1.086; 1.146 GeV=c2 ) and the sideband regions to be within
0.15 GeV=c2 of the peak (excluding the signal region).
We then used the signal MC distributions before and after
cuts to determine the signal efficiency, ϵðCÞ. We applied a
simple sideband technique to the data INVðπ þ ; μ− Þ histogram to extrapolate BðCÞ, the expected number of background events in the blinded signal region. We then used
these values to calculate P for each width pair (see Fig. 5) and
selected the width pair that maximizes P as optimal. For
the Λ → π þ μ− channel, we found the optimal widths to be
w1 ¼3.25×10−4 GeV2 =c4 and w2 ¼9.00×10−3 GeV=c2 .
The plots in Fig. 5 illustrate the resulting cuts and the
blinded signal plot for this channel.
Figure 5 demonstrates that the optimal cut scheme for
this channel is quite restrictive; only five data events
populate the (blinded) INVðπ þ ; μ− Þ histogram, and none
of these falls within the sideband regions. We thus
estimated the expected number of background events in
the signal region to be zero. By studying the signal MC for
this channel, we estimated that the efficiency of these cuts,
ϵðCÞ, is 7.91% (including the effects of detector acceptance). The effects of detector acceptance and analysis cuts
are similar for all of the charged decay channels. Table II
lists the properties of the optimal cuts for each channel.

B. Λ → p̄πþ
Our analysis of the Λ → p̄π þ channel proceeded nearly
identically to that of the charged Λ → ml channels. We first
assigned the positively charged track mass hypothesis by
comparing INVðp̄; π þ Þ for the two possible track permutations. We then applied a PID cut in the Δtof vs momentum
plane for each particle. Threshold p̄ photoproduction via the
process γp → ppp̄ occurs at a photon energy of 3.751 GeV;
the maximum tagged photon energy in our data set is
3.86 GeV. Unlike in the other charged decay channels
where there are significant numbers of each particle type
present in the data, the null hypothesis suggests that there
should be relatively few antiprotons in the data set. As a
result, we used a less restrictive PID cut for the antiproton,
keeping events with Δtof between −1.8 and 1.0 ns.
Because of the absence of background reactions that
produce p̄, this PID cut was the most stringent requirement
in this channel. We optimized cuts on the MM2 and
MMðK þ Þ observables using the same method as for the
Λ → ml channels, yielding optimal cut widths of
w1 ¼ 5.00 × 10−4 GeV2 =c4 and w2 ¼ 4.25 × 10−2 GeV=c2 ,
respectively, and a signal efficiency of ϵ ¼ 4.98%.
C. Λ → K 0S ν
In addition to the charged decay modes, we searched for
the decay of Λ → K 0S ν, using the dominant charged decay
mode K 0S → π þ π − . (Observation of the K 0 → 2π selects K 0S
rather than K 0L .) Because of this reaction’s final-state
neutrino, we do not have access to INVðK 0S ; νÞ; thus,
the analysis described for the charged decay modes is not
appropriate for this channel. In addition, the unmeasured
momentum of the ν limited our analysis constraints, and we
expected more background to pass the optimized cuts.
We began the background separation process by applying two-dimensional PID cuts based on Δtof and momentum to the charged final-state particles (recoil K þ and the
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FIG. 5 (color online). Plots of P vs cut widths w1 (GeV2 =c4 ) and w2 (GeV=c2 ) (a), data INVðπ þ μ− Þ (b), Monte Carlo MMðK þ Þ (c),
and Monte Carlo MM 2 (d) for the Λ → π þ μ− channel. In (b), the vertical red lines show the boundaries of the blinded signal region, and
the green vertical lines show the boundaries of the sideband regions. In (c) and (d), the gray and red lines show the center and boundaries
of the optimal cuts, respectively.

π  from K 0 decay) similar to those for the Λ → π þ μ−
channel (see Fig. 4). We then optimized a two-dimensional
cut motivated by the particulars of this decay. The first is a
symmetric cut on MM 2 , centered at 0 (the mass of the ν is
negligible) with width w1 .
The second cut identifies π  pairs that are produced from
K 0 decay by inspecting the π  opening angle, (θπo ), in the
c.m. frame,

θπo

¼ cos

−1


~þ · p
~−
p
;
j~
pþ ∥~
p− j

ð11Þ

~  are the momenta of the decay pions indexed by
where p
charge. Due to the breakup energy associated with the
K 0 → π þ π − decay, θπo is constrained to a narrow range for
a given value of K 0 momentum. However, for π þ π − pairs
that do not come from K 0 decay, we expected only the
constraints associated with momentum conservation for the
entire event, i.e., much less correlation between the pion
momenta. Distributions of θπo vs magnitude of K 0 momentum, pK , for data and signal MC are shown in Fig. 6. We
separated K 0 → π þ π − events by making a two-dimensional
cut on θπo vs pK . To obtain a description of the correlation
between θπo and pK , we fit the two-dimensional histogram
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TABLE II. Inputs to and final calculations for the upper limits on the branching fractions. w1 and w2 are the optimized cut widths for
each channel. For the charged decay modes, w1 and w2 are the widths of the cuts on MM2 (in GeV2 =c4 ) and MMðK þ Þ (in GeV=c2 ),
respectively. For Λ → K 0S ν, w1 and w2 are the widths of the cuts on MM 2 (in GeV2 =c4 ) and K 0S → π þ π − opening angle, respectively. ϵ is
the efficiency for each reaction, calculated using Monte Carlo studies described in the text; N eb is the number of expected background
events, calculated from sideband studies and confirmed with Monte Carlo studies; N obs is the number of observed events in the data;
N UL is an upper limit on the number of signal events in the data, calculated using the Feldman–Cousins technique [27] for the charged
decay modes and likelihood scanning technique for the Λ → K 0S ν channel; and BUL is the upper limit on the Λ branching fraction for
each decay mode.
Reaction

w2

ϵ (%)

N eb

N obs

N UL

BUL

0.01625
0.0125
0.01375
0.0300
0.00900
0.00900
0.0125
0.00900
0.0425
0.0600

4.13
4.42
4.63
4.40
7.02
7.91
8.65
7.92
4.98
2.23

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.75
0.25
0
239.25

1
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
−3.88

4.36
5.91
4.36
5.91
2.44
2.44
1.94
2.44
2.44
14.1

2 × 10−6
3 × 10−6
2 × 10−6
3 × 10−6
6 × 10−7
6 × 10−7
4 × 10−7
6 × 10−7
9 × 10−7
2 × 10−5

w1

þ −

10−4

Λ→K e
Λ → K þ μ−
Λ → K − eþ
Λ → K − μþ
Λ → π þ e−
Λ → π þ μ−
Λ → π − eþ
Λ → π − μþ
Λ → p̄π þ
Λ → K 0S ν

2.50 ×
3.25 × 10−4
1.80 × 10−3
3.00 × 10−4
2.75 × 10−4
3.25 × 10−4
4.75 × 10−4
3.50 × 10−4
5.00 × 10−4
0.01875

of the two observables and found adequate description with
the function
fðpK Þ ¼ 0.319 −

0.459
2.23
0.641
þ
−
:
2
pK þ 0.5 ðpK þ 0.5Þ
ðpK þ 0.5Þ3
ð12Þ

The cut width, w2 , is implemented by keeping events for
which
ð1 − w2 ÞfðpK Þ ≤ θπo ≤ ð1 þ w2 ÞfðpK Þ:
ð13Þ
The optimization process tested 1600 pairings of cut
widths with w1 ∈ ½0; 0.15 GeV2 =c4 and w2 ∈ ½0; 0.2.

Because INVðK 0 ; νÞ was not accessible, we used the
MMðK þ Þ distributions to estimate ϵðCÞ and BðCÞ, and
ultimately to identify the signal. We chose the
blinded signal region to be within 0.03 GeV=c2 of the Λ
mass peak in the MMðK þ Þ spectrum determined from
Standard Model data and MC, 1.186 GeV=c2 , and the
sideband regions to be within 0.15 GeV=c2 of the peak
(excluding the signal region). We found the optimal widths
to be w1 ¼ 1.875 × 10−2 GeV2 =c4 and w2 ¼ 0.0600,
yielding an efficiency of 2.23% and 239.25 estimated
background events in the signal region. The MMðK þ Þ
distribution for data events after unblinding is shown
in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 6 (color online). K 0S → π þ π − opening angle vs p for Λ → K 0S ν Monte Carlo (left) and data (right) after PID cuts. The red curves
demonstrate the boundaries of the optimized cut.
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FIG. 7 (color online). Unblinded MMðK þ Þ distribution for data
events after the application of cuts optimized for the Λ → K 0S ν
channel. The red vertical lines show the boundaries of the blinded
signal region, and the green vertical lines show the boundaries of
the sideband regions.

D. Assessing background signatures
Because of the sensitive nature of a positive signal
identification, understanding the signature (shape) of the
background in signal identification histograms is crucial. If
a peak is present when the data is unblinded, we must be
sure that the peak represents the BNV signal and is not
merely an unfortunate distortion of the background events
due to the cuts used. To assess the signature of the
background events in INVðA; BÞ and MMðK þ Þ distributions, we generated 5 × 105 Monte Carlo events for each of
six background reactions:
(i) γp → K þ Λ → K þ pπ −
(ii) γp → K þ Σ0 → K þ pπ − γ
(iii) γp → peþ e−
(iv) γp → pμþ μ−
(v) γp → pπ þ π −
(vi) γp → pK þ K −
(vii) γp → pπ þ π − π 0
These reactions were chosen either for their abundance in
the data set (combination of a large cross section and
detectability in CLAS) or for their similarity to the BNV
channels investigated (similar final-state particles). After
applying the optimized cuts for each BNV channel to these
MC events, we found that very few events pass the cuts;
no channel’s cuts allow more than one background MC
event into the signal region of the INVðA; BÞ or MMðK þ Þ
histograms. Thus, we claim that none of the background
reactions investigated create an excess in the signal regions.
V. RESULTS
A. Charged decays
After the selection criteria were finalized using the
Monte Carlo and sideband studies, we applied these cuts

to the unblinded data. For the nine decay modes where the
final state could be completely reconstructed, we found the
number of observed events in the signal region, N obs , to be
between 0 and 2, consistent with background estimates
from the cut optimization studies. For these decay modes,
we used the Feldman–Cousins approach [27] to determine
upper limits on the reconstructed signal yields, N UL .
The Feldman–Cousins approach provides a way to
estimate upper confidence limits for null results. The inputs
are the expected number of background events (N eb ) and
the observed number of events (N obs ). We estimated the
expected number of background events from the sidebands
in the data (see the previous section). N obs and N eb values
for each decay mode are shown in Table II. Fractional
numbers are given when only one event was observed in a
sideband region that spans a greater range than the signal
region.
These provided the input to the Feldman–Cousins
method, and we quote the upper limit on the reconstructed
signal yield at 90% confidence level (N UL ), shown in
Table II. To calculate the upper limit on the branching
fraction (BUL ), we used the efficiency (ϵ) for each decay
mode as determined from Monte Carlo studies and the total
number of γp → K þ Λ → K þ pπ − events produced during
the data-taking period, N prod [see Eq. (6)],
BUL ¼ Bpπ

N UL
;
ϵN prod

ð14Þ

where Bpπ ¼ 0.639  0.005 is the Λ → pπ − branching
fraction [12]. The BUL values for all charged decay modes
are shown in Table II.
B. Λ → K 0S ν

For the K 0S ν decay mode, a BNV signal would manifest
itself as a peak in the MMðK þ Þ distribution at the Λ mass.
When we unblinded the MMðK þ Þ histogram, we observed
no such peak and found a number of events in the signal
region that is consistent with the background study above.
The number of events in the signal region was much larger
than is normally handled by the Feldman–Cousins
approach; thus, we perform a likelihood scan to determine
the upper limit on N UL .
We performed an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the
data in this region using an exponential probability density
function (PDF) to describe the background and a sum of two
Gaussians to describe the signal. The shape of the background was allowed to vary in the fit, as are the numbers of
signal and background events. The parameters describing the
Gaussians (i.e., means and widths) were fixed to values
determined from Monte Carlo studies.
The fit converged to a central value of N obs ¼ −3.88 
8.9 signal events, consistent with zero signal events. To
check whether or not this negative value is of concern, we
sampled from a distribution described by the background
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parameters returned by the fit to generate 1000 mock
“background-only” samples and fit them to a backgroundplus-signal hypothesis. About 50% of these fits returned a
negative value for the signal, and about 35% returned a
value more negative than what was found in the data. We
determined that the negative value is an artifact of fitting to
a small number of points using a function with as much
freedom as we use. We note that nowhere does the total
PDF go negative.
To calculate an upper limit on the signal yield, we scanned
the likelihood function by performing a series of fits where
the signal yield (N) is varied around the best fit value N obs
and the other parameters were refit to map out the difference
in the ln-likelihood: Δ ln L ¼ ln LðN obs Þ − ln LðNÞ. We
integrated the function y ¼ e−Δ ln L over N. We ignored
the unphysical region with N < 0 and calculated the integral
for N > 0. We noted the value of N which encloses 90% of
the area above N ¼ 0 and interpreted this as the upper limit
on the signal yield returned by the fit at 90% confidence level.
This procedure returned an upper limit (N UL ) of 14.1 signal
events.

of the combined uncertainty in hand, we quote the final BUL
results to one significant figure (see Table II).

C. Experimental uncertainties
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